. The Berlage impulse with dominant frequency 50Hz was used by calculation, spacing is equal to 3.8m. The time slices of a calculated wavefield and the seismograms are shown on the Fig.3 and 4 . At first sight it is clear, that a regular systems of waves is formed by the fractal interface. These waves can be easy traced on the time slices and seismograms. An examination of the slices allows to came to following conclusions. At the first moment (Fig.3b,c) , when a direct wave reaches the fractal, a wave of diffracted (or may be scatted 1 type is formed and beqin to propagaie back to the ftie surface withoui. any sliahts of strona interference with the followina diftracted waves, 'Formed as other parts of a front o'i the direct wave, touched the fractal. Any sight of a reflected waves is not seen in areas surrounding the first diffracted waves, which are corresponds to small angle of incidence close to a"' normal reflection".[Fia.
3bl. Onlv at the next moments (approximation from &0.4 ;ec., Fig.3c ) a formation of a reflected wave starts. The reflected waves becomes clear and intensifies at the following moments, while angle of incidence of direct waves, increases ( Fig.3d and 3e) . It can be interpreted as the diffracted waves, corresponding to large angles of incidence, interfere strong each with other and forms reflected wave. However, large number of separated diffracted or scattered waves still exists (Fig.3e,4b) .
A wavefield picture, observed in a low part under the fractal interface is partly similar to describe above situation, partly different from it. A large number of separated diffracted waves is observed in the lower halfspace. A part of them, corresponding to small angles of incidence, propagated to the second interface and back separately. However the refracted wave is formed by very small angles of incident (Fig.3b) .
Despite a complicated picture, observed in the lower parts of the time slices and corresponding to an interference between the waves propagating down and up, the waves, reflected from the second layer can clear be detected in these parts of the slices (Fig,3e,f) .
The refracted-reflected wave can also be traced on the uooer Dart of the time slices (Fio.Jf) and the seismb&am; (Fig.4b) 
